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Infocapture: Triggers

Triggers are similar to eld condition sets in that they are denoting conditions under which something should behave in a speci c way. The di erence is

that triggers may be transitional statestransitional states.

Di erence between condition sets and triggers:

ExampleExample Field Condition SetsField Condition Sets TriggersTriggers

11 Field = A  

22 Field = B  

33 Field = C  

4  Field = changed from A to B

55  Field = changed from B to C

66  Field = changed from C to A

 

A reminder of when to use eld condition sets, and when to use triggers:

Field Condition SetsField Condition Sets TriggersTriggers

Field Visibility sets Noti cations

SLA Automatic Changes 

Work ow  

Within Triggers  

 

Example triggers that could be useful in your own forms:Example triggers that could be useful in your own forms:

A new ticket has been submitted

A note is added to the ticket

A speci c eld has been changed by a user editing the ticket

When there has been no change in a speci c eld on saving a ticket edit

When eld condition sets have been met on saving, or were not met before but now are on saving.

 

Triggers can be used in automatic changes to assign users or change the ticket status, as well as to send noti cations.

Based on the above options there is vast scope to implement di erent use cases and custom curate a form for your needs.

If you are ever unsure of how to best set up your triggers to achieve something, let us know if a support ticket and we can advise further :)

https://discover.claromentis.com/knowledgebase/articles/437


 

Creating Triggers
Head to Admin > Infocapture > (your project) > Triggers

Tick to specify which rule (or rules) you would like to include. 

Here's an example trigger:

It is capturing a scenario where a new ticket has been submitted and the eld condition set for when a eld called 'Severity' has the 'minor' option chosen.

 

Ticket Activity
There are ve possible choices here, explained by their names as you can see above. 

The trigger can re only if it's a new form being submitted, or if notes or les are added.

Field changes
As above, you'll see two rules available that look for a change in a eld - or no change!

This is useful if you want to keep an eye on a particular area of the form. 

Let's say someone edits the form but changes a date eld called 'needed by', you might like to receive a noti cation email when that happens.

 

Field condition matches
These rules are used for looking at eld conditions, and whether or not they are or were true or false. 

It's generally good to use condition rules as pairs. as pairs. 

Above I have chosen Condition is now = Severity is Minor

As my form moves through its various statuses, every time the form is saved or changed, that condition would still be true and the trigger would ' re' every

time. Then any other logic applied to this trigger will keep ring every time the ticket is saved. I might then receive an email noti cation every single time



the form is changed!

Therefore it's important that I only want to be looking at the exact point at which that change occurs exact point at which that change occurs to avoid potential disruption or the form not working

as I want it to. . 

So, I want my trigger to look for the change from when it wasn't true that 'Minor' was selected, to the point at which it is true that 'Minor' has been

selected. That way, the trigger would only ever re once - when the ticket is submitted.

I should create a trigger with these rules included to achieve this:

1. Condition WAS NOT = Severity is Minor

2. Condition IS NOW = Severity is Minor 

Another example: Let's say I'm looking to receive a noti cation whenever my form is changed to the status of 'Approved'.

I would create a trigger that states:

1. Condition WAS NOT = Status is Approved

2. Condition IS NOW = Status is Approved

 

Check out our guide on time based triggers here

 

Recommended next article:
Field Visibility
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